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The need to identify a simple but accurate method of stripe rust

assessment that best. predicts host response prompted this investiga-

tion. The study was divided into two plot types, one protected with

the fungicide Bayleton and the other unprotected.

Ten winter wheat cultivars were used and evaluated. Grain yield,

test weight, kernels per spike and kernel weight were measured for each

plot. Stripe rust severity was visually assessed at four different

times according to the level of infection in the spreader row (a

collection of cultivars susceptible to stripe rust).

The four selected levels of infection were chosen based on the

logarithmic increase in disease progression. The levels of infection

(1-10%, 10-25%, 25-50% and 50-100%) were the four critical points

chosen because of their placement along the disease progress curve.

Several methods of disease assessment were compared and correlated

with reducted kernel weight, which was used as a measure of yield loss.

A coefficient of infection (C:) was used as the measure of disease

assessment. The CI is calculated from the field readings by multiply-

ing the percent severity by the value for infection type. A coeffi-

cient of infection was obtained for each plot at four specific dates.



Disease levels in the unprotected plott and kernel weights were

compared for each time of observation and correlations were determined.

The data showed that the single visual assessment showing the highest

correlation of all assessments compared in the study as they related

to reduced kernel weight (r - ..791) was the third observation recorded

as a coefficient of infection on May 30 when the level of infection in

the spreader row was 25 to 50 percent or when the stripe rust epidemic

was increasing logarithmically or in the logistic phase.

Two other methods of assessment found less effective were analyzed

using a transformed value for percent severity. Disease severity is

usually measured on a logarithmic scale but for this computation, an

arithmetic value for percent severity was used. When this value was

included in determination of a coefficient of infection, there were

lower r values associated with kernel weight than when the untrans-

formed values for percent severity were used. The second additional

assessment method utilized only the transformed percent severity

reading to measure the amount of disease present with no regard to

infection type. The correlations with these observations were also

extremely low.

Finally the area under the disease progress curves (AUDPC) were

measured for the unprotected plots and correlated with kernel weight.

When all ten cultivars were averaged and AUDPCs and kernel weights

correlated, an r value of -.505 was obtained.

Evidence provided in this study supports the use of a critical

point model in that a single visual assessment of stripe rust was

identified to estimate loss. AUDPCs were found to most accurately



reflect host response to the presence of stripe rust infection.

The strategy of an assessment program must be adapted to the

characteristics of the pathogen under investigation and to the

breeding program in which it will be implemented.
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AN EVALUATION OF FIELD METHODS OF DISEASE ASSESSMENT IN WHEAT
(Triticum aestivum) FOR STRIPE RUST (Puccinia striiformis).

INTRODUCTION

In view of the extreme genetic diversity in the stripe rust

(Puccinia striiformis) population, there will always be a potential

threat from this rust to wheat fields of the Pacific Northwest region.

In the field, a plant breeder is concerned with disease populations

that develop over large areas rather than a single infection on a few

plants. It often becomes difficult to describe and visually assess

the amount of disease in this population of wheat plants and then to

associate it with yield loss. There is no predetermined method of

assessment that fits all diseases. The strategy of an assessment

program must be adapted to the peculiarities of the pathogen under

investigation and to the breeding program in which it will be imple-

mented. The need is especially critical to identify the simplest

method of assessment that will be most suitable to the purposes of the

program involved.

This experiment was developed with two main objectives. The

original objective was to measure the effect of stripe rust on grain

yield and the components of yield of ten winter wheat cultivars. The

presence of lodging and Septoria markedly affected yields, therefore,

kernel weight was used as the measure of yield loss. The second

objective was to establish a method of visual disease assessment that

would most accurately reflect the reduction in kernel weight, caused

by the pathogen stripe rust. To accomplish this goal, levels of
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disease defined as coefficients of infection were recorded at four

different times throughout the duration of the epidemic. A coefficient

of infection is calculated from field disease readings by multiplying

the percent severity by a given value for infection type. These

disease readings were each individually correlated with reduced kernel

weight. In this way, a critical time of stripe rust assessment was

established based on statistical correlations. In addition, disease

progress curves were drawn for each cultivar and the area under these

curves compared.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Historically, the foliar pathogen Puccinia striiformis (stripe

rust) has dramatically affected the production of wheat in various

parts of the world. Stripe rust was first recognized and described

by Eriksson and Henning in 1890 and was first identified in the

United States in 1915 by a Danish plant pathologist, F. Killpin Ravn

(Humphrey and Johnson, 1916).

Stripe rust is restricted to regions with a cool and humid

climate. In the United States, conditions that favor stripe rust

epidemics are found mainly in the Pacific Northwest (Oregon, Washing-

ton and Idaho), parts of western Montana and northern California

(Hendrix, 1964).

The fungus is characterized by the three stages present in its

life cycle. During the uredial stage, urediospores are produced

which are dicaryotic and propagate asexually. They germinate in the

presence of a susceptible host and suitable environmental conditions.

As the host matures, teliospores are produced in place of urediospores.

This telial stage is the overwintering phase of the pathogen. Basidio-

spores are eventually produced but they are haploid and nonfunctional

in the case of stripe rust and do not infect any known host. Thus the

life cycle of this fungus ends when this spore form is produced.

The infection process of stripe rust is very sensitive to

environmental fluctuations. Optimum temperature for in vitro spore

germination is 7-13°C (Sharp, 1965). Minimum temperature for germina-

tion has been found to be just above 0°C, and the maximum temperature
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is near 18-22°C, depending on the race (Sharp, 1965). Air temperature

during the dew period following inoculation affects prevalence and

severity of infection. A dew period at 2°C allowed greater spore

survival than a dew period at 13 °C (Sharp, 1965).

After infection occurs, Andreev (1977) found that leaves of wheat

infected with stripe rust exhibit changes in respiration, transpiration

and photosynthesis. Disintegration of chloroplasts, mitochondria,

endoplasmic reticulum and plasmalemmas were also observed in leaf

cells.

Yield Loss Due to Stripe Rust

The economic loss due to stripe rust has long been a threat to

the wheat producers of the world. In 1923, Hungerford (1923) studied

the severity of infection in the wheat spike. Except in cases of

very severe infection, only a few of the spikelets on each head

become infected. When infection developed on the heads soon after

emergence from the boot, a large number of spikelets were sterile,

and the kernels that did develop were badly shriveled. Germination

tests were conducted on several wheat cultivars that had been heavily

infected with stripe rust. Germination of infected seed was only

50 percent of that of uninfected seed from the same seed lots.

Bever (1937) studied the influence of stripe rust on the growth,

water economy and yield of wheat. Stripe rust adversely affected

yield and plant growth and greatly increased the amount of water

used per unit of dry matter. Reductions were observed in the following

plant characteristics: number of heads per unit area, kernels per
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spike, 1000 kernel weight, plant height and tiller number. The plants

infected by inoculum at an early growth stage were more severely

affected; however, inoculations as late as anthesis also had a marked

effect on the total weight of the roots and grain yield. The suscep-

tible cultivars in this study yielded 40 to 50 percent less than the

resistant cultivars.

Yield loss data from wheat yield trials grown in Guatemala

during a stripe rust epidemic were summarized by LeBeau et al. (1956).

Actual yields of the infected plots averaged only 64 percent of

the average yields for non-rust years; thus rust reduced yields by

more than 30 percent. Gilchrist (1979) observed five cultivars that

were naturally infected with stripe rust and reported maximum losses

of 66 percent. The disease had a major affect on the components:

1000 kernel weight, kernels per spike and spikes per meter
2

.

Kaidash et al. (1976) observed that the greatest losses (30-96%)

occurred with early infection of stripe rust and frequent rainfall

at temperatures less than 18-20°C. When disease occurred at the end

of the growing season, even with severe infections, yield loss was

less than 10 to 15 percent.

The effect of light intensity and photoperiod duration on

infection rate and reaction type of stripe rust on wheat was studied

by Stubbs (1967). He observed that a reduction in light intensity,

especially in the post-inoculation period, causes a considerably

increased susceptibility. In addition, he reported that when the

photoperiod was prolonged, there was a decrease in disease response

or reaction type.
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In 1961, wheat yield losses due to stripe rust in the state of

Washington were as high as 65% depending on the cultivar and

characteristics of the growing site (Hendrix, 1964). Hendrix

reported that his coworkers, Allan and Vogel, compared yields of

many resistant and susceptible lines of wheat with common parentage.

Average yields of the susceptible cultivars were 32 percent or

20 bushels less than the resistant cultivars. These results were

verified with data from another Washington location, reporting 30

percent lower average yields of 18 susceptible lines compared to 26

resistant lines (Hendrix, 1964). Experiments were also conducted

using sprayed (protected) and nonsprayed (inoculated) plots of differ-

ent cultivars. Unsprayed, susceptible plots yields averaged 33 percent

less than unsprayed resistant cultivars (Hendrix, 1964).

Hendrix et al. (1965) evaluated the growth and yield of two

wheat cultivars under controlled greenhouse conditions: 1) inoculated

with stripe rust and 2) mechanically defoliated during different

growth stages. Results showed that the greatest loss occurred when

rust inoculum was administered to the flag leaf following at least

one earlier inoculation. Damage could not entirely be accounted for

by the simple removal of photosynthetic surface, as stripe rust was

more harmful than mechanical defoliation. The average yield of all

inoculated groups was 57 percent less than the average of all inocu-

lated checks. Losses exceeded 80 percent in some treatments. For

the inoculated plants, the average percentages of reduction for the

traits test weight, seed size, seed weight, tillering, heading and

plant height were 8.0, 20.9, 26.1, 12.2, 44.3 and 15.2, respectively.
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Reduced root development is one of the most harmful effects

that stripe rust has on wheat plants (Hendrix and Lloyd, 1970).

It was observed that the younger the plant at the time of inoculation,

the greater the reduction in root development. In some experiments

in which seedlings were inoculated with stripe rust, maximum root

reductions of 89 percent were observed. Some of this work was done

using mist chambers which facilitated observation of the root systems.

The combined influence of water stress and stripe rust on root develop-

ment was noted. Wheat plants receiving ample water and rust inoculum

yielded 12 percent less total root volume than the control. When

grown under moisture stress conditions, the same wheat cultivar,

uninoculated, yielded 56 percent less root volume than the control

and a combination of stripe rust inoculation with moisture stress

reduced root growth more severely than either factor alone (63 percent).

Several workers investigated the factors affecting increase

of stripe rust in wheat and the yield loss that resulted (Emge and

Johnson, 1972). Maximum yield losses of 32 percent were observed.

The major factors affecting the amount of yield reduction were deter-

mined to be: 1) the frequency of incubation periods before reaching

the 50 percent severity level and 2) the time the host remains in

each growth stage.

In another study of the relationship between yield loss and

severity of stripe rust in wheat, King, (1976) reported that grain

weight per spike and the mean weight of individual kernels were

negatively correlated with disease severity, however, the author found

no significant relationship with the number of kernels per spike.
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Stripe rust infected the majority of plants after anthesis, therefore,

the number of kernels per spike had already been determined.

VanderBeek, Bruin and Stubbs (1976) in the Netherlands reported

that severe attacks of stripe rust on susceptible cultivars often

reduce yields by 50 percent. During the last 20 years, over 60 percent

of the wheat cultivars tested by the laboratory in the Netherlands

were found to be highly susceptible.

It has been shown that a quantitative relationship exists between

climatic variables and stripe rust epidemics (Coakley and Line, 1980).

Of the winter months November through March, January temperatures

were most highly correlated with the disease index. Low spring temper-

ature influenced resistance of temperature-sensitive cultivars

retarding plant growth and providing a longer period for rust sporu-

lation. Winter wheat cultivars are normally in the dough stage of

growth by mid-July and are physiologically mature by mid-August.

Rust develops more slowly after the dough stage, therefore, July and

August temperatures had little effect on rust epidemics, except for

possibly significant spore survival on other grasses. Using these

climatic data, studies were conducted in various environments and

years to determine the relationship of yield loss to rust intensity.

The authors, Coakley and Line (1980) reported yield losses from

severe, moderate and light stripe rust infections in the ranges of

20-50, 10-20 and 10 percent, respectively.

In the early 1960's, semidwarf wheats were introduced and widely

accepted in certain regions of the United States. The yield potential

of these wheats can be realized only with optimum stands and intensive
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management. Such management conditions provide an ideal environment

for creation of foliar diseases. An article in a National Academy

of Science publication (1972) reported a greater than 60 percent

loss in yield when resistance to stripe rust was lacking in a semi-

dwarf cultivar. It was stated in this article that the dense canopy

and short stature of the high-yielding, semidwarf cultivars creates

a more suitable environment for pathogen development.

Fungicides have been used in field trials to inhibit or delay

the progress of stripe rust. If complete control of the disease

is not possible, methods are used to estimate the plot yields had the

rust not been present. However, some workers have reported that a

small amount of disease does not significantly affect yield and have

used the yields of sprayed plots to represent those of the healthy

crop (Large and Doling, 1962).

One protectant fungicide frequently used on control plots to

prevent stripe rust development is Bayleton (triadimefon or 1-(4-

chlorophenoxy)-3, 3-dimethy1-1-(1H-1, 2, 4- triazol- lyl) -2- butanone).

Seed treatments of this systemic fungicide were found most

effective in controlling stripe rust through the boot stage when

applied at 1.0 gms/kg and less but sufficiently effective through

heading stage (Line and Rakotondradona, 1930). In a separate study

Line (1980) observed that a single application of Bayleton controlled

rust when spores were applied only once at tillering, jointing or

heading stage of plant growth but was most effective when applied

twice at different growth stages. Similar results were reported by

Garadagi (1976). He made two applications of Bayleton on winter
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wheat, basing application date on uredial spore development. The

second uredial generation ended on April 28, 1975. The fungicide

was applied for protection on April 10 and April 26, two days before

the end of the incubation period for the rust. This practice gave

the most effective control. A third spraying was not found to give

significant added protection (at the 10% level).

According to Beneda and Vanova (1978), an application of Bayleton

at 0.5 to 1.0 1/ha increased yields of winter wheat by 21 to 31

percent in fields heavily infested with stripe rust. Bayleton was

most effective when applied at the time that elongated yellow spots

appeared on the upper two leaves, and before sporulation occurred.

Disease Assessment

Plant disease places an enormous biological stress on crop

productivity. As pathological stress increases, due to pathogen

multiplication and spread, there is a proportional increased strain

placed on the crop that is reversible up to a certain "yield point"

or damage threshold. Beyond this yield point, strain increases

more rapidly, becomes irreversible and results in measurable injury

and damage (Main, 1977). According to de Luca (1975) injury and crop

damage are measured by the virulence of the pest and tolerance of

the crop; the extent of the injury and damage depends on how long a

plant is able to resist a pathogen and tolerate the injury it causes.

In the field, the main concern is with disease populations rather

than a single infection on a few plants. It is difficult to define,

describe and assess the amount of disease in a population of crop
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plants. Assessment of a particular disease in an individual crop

over several years would allow one to identify factors regulating

incidence and severity. The development of an assessment and perhaps

a forecasting system is especially important for diseases of economi-

cally important crops such as epidemics of stripe rust in_wheat.

The experimental design, shape and size of plots are all factors

affecting the precision of yield estimates. Roelfs (1978) made the

statement that a correlation does exist between disease severity and

reduction in yield when cultivar, pathogen biotype, environment,

initial infection level and host growth stage remain constant. Unfor-

tunately, few if any of these factors remain constant from location

to location or from year to year. According to Roelfs (1978),

estimates of losses over time (1918-1976).due to rust present in small

plots, do give an accurate indication of losses over larger areas

and sufficient correlation does exist between visually assessed

disease severity and the associated decrease in yield to make meaning-

ful estimates of the losses over larger areas.

James (1974) states that the minimum plot size for epidemiological

research (on stem rust) is 1000 square feet. This much space was said

to create an epidemic with characteristics similar to that of a large

field.

To study the effect of different amounts of disease on yield,

it is desireable to include cultivars with varying amounts of disease

resistance in a field experiment so that comparisons could be made

with respect to the levels of resistance. Artificial field inoculation

is less preferable than natural infection (James, 1974), however,
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several workers have used artificial inoculation to increase the chance

of success during experimentation (Hendrix, 1964; Romig, 1966;

Kaidash, 1976).

Any method of disease assessment must be adapted to the pecu-

liarities of the particular disease being investigated. The Food

and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (1971) has published

a manual containing a collection of disease assessment methods

including standard diagrams for growth stages of a number of crops.

The standard diagrams for growth stages refer to plant development.

For detailed investigation, Zadoks and Schein (1979) state that

specific growth data are required.

To assess disease it is necessary to standardize symptom descrip-

tion. Disease measurement of stripe rust is commonly reported using

a percentage scale of disease incidence (severity) and disease

response (infection type) (James, 1974). This method achieves

adequate standardization and consistency of measurements; though all

disease assessments are subjective to some extent since they are the

result of visual judgements.

To analyze disease development, rather than occurrence, field

observations are traditionally expressed on a quantitative basis.

The human eye serves as a photo cell for severity studies to count

diseased plants and also for intensity studies to measure areas or

volume of infection. Repeated studies by Horsfall and Cowling (1978)

show both measurements to be objective, provided the identity of the

treatments is hidden from the observer. The authors conclude that

the human eye is a useful tool for measuring disease response and
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severity. The extent of interpolation between disease increments

should be dictated by the ability of the assessor to detect

differences in intensity of disease (James, 1974).

Disease severity is a quantitative measure and is usually

expressed as a percentage. The prevalence of disease recorded may

be influenced by the perception level of the observer.

Disease response or infection type is reflected by the'appearance,

morphology and sporulation found in the rust lesion. In 1892, Cobb

devised the first scale to measure disease response. His diagram-

matic sketches of infected leaves showed five degrees of rust infection

ranging from 1 to 50 percent coverage of the leaf area by pustules.

Comparison of the sketches with vegetatively active leaves allowed

Cobb to derive intensity measurements. The standard area diagrams,

developed by Melchers and Parker (1922) and known as the modified

Cobb scale, label the maximum possible amount of rust as 100 percent,

however, the actual surface area occupied by the pustules is only

37 percent (James, 1974). The eye distinguishes according to the

log of the light intensity (James, 1974; Horsfall and Cowling, 1978;

Zadoks and Schein,1979). According to the Weber-Fechner Law, visual

grading is effected logarithmically in such a way that as affected

area increases, acuity of discrimination decreases (Zadoks and Schein,

1979). The eye actually reads diseased tissue below 50 percent and

healthy tissue above 50 percent.

Severity and response are usually related. According to Horsfall

and Cowling (1979), reaction type or response is closely related to

yield loss. Once conversion factors are established, crop loss can
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be measured by disease response and measured more easily than

yield.

In several evaluations of yield loss, a coefficient of infection

was calculated and used in data analysis (Saari and Wilcoxson, 1974;

Nolte and Statler, 1979; Kilpatrick and Harmon, 1980). The coeffi-

cient of infection (CI) is calculated from the field readings by

multiplying percent severity by a given index value. Nolte and

Statler (1979) evaluated cultivars for resistance to P. recondita

and calculated a CI for each variety. Most cultivars tested displayed

stable CI values with only slight fluctuations over a four-year span,

however, they did report that values may vary from year to year

depending on changing virulence in the rust population or environmental

conditions.

Blackman's "Law of Limiting Factors" can be applied to the

study of disease development. This law stresses the identification

of critical stages in yield development and the controlling factors

at each stage. It has been suggested that more research is needed

to evaluate the effect of several stresses whose interactions are

not known. Main (1977) believes that the limiting factor idea could

be used to determine how plant diseases influence the supply of

assimilate (source effect) or the capactiy for storage (sink effect)

that limit crop yield.

Crop losses have been determined by means of standard field

experiments designed for this purpose. Mathematical models of the

relationship between disease and yield loss can be divided into two

groups. The critical-point models (James, 1974) provide estimates
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of loss for any given level of disease at any given time. Multiple-

point models (James, 1974) estiamte loss for a disease progress curve

consisting of many multiple disease assessments.

Critical-point models are usually linear regression equations

4ith some measure of disease intensity (as the independent variable)

and percent loss in yield (dependent variable) (James, 1974; Zadoks

and Schein, 1979). Such models provide loss estimates for a given

amount of disease at a given point in time or for any point in time

when a given amount of disease is present. A major shortcoming of

this model is that it fails to account for the epidemiological

variables of infection rate and shape of the disease progress curve

(Main, 1977; Zadoks and Schein, 1979). Critical-point models have

been most successful for foliar diseases in cereals when epidemics

were short in duration and late in relation to the critical point

of maturation. In terms of yield physiology, late epidemics reduce

yield by decreasing kernel weight. Early and/or long epidemics

decrease yields by decreasing kernel number or kernel weight or both

(Main, 1977).

The second type of loss assessment model is the multiple-point

model which estimates loss for a disease progress curve consisting of

many disease assessments over time (James, 1974). Some of the

limitations of the critical-point model can be overcome by the tech-

nique of multiple regression analysis. Yield loss (dependent variable)

is expressed as the sum of linear functions of other epidemiologically

important variables (independent). In general, situations with high

variability in infection rate or shape of disease progress curve,
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early and/or long duration epidemics, and crops with a long period

of yield accumulation call for multiple-point assessment models.

However, employment of this model usually represents a considerable

increase in labor, cost, etc. that must be justified before it is

used in a conventional breeding program (Main, 1977).

VanderPlank (1963) suggests a modification of the multiple-point

model based on the area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC). He

states that injury is proportional to that area under the curve; when

time is the dependent and amount of disease the independent variables.

A comparison can be made of loss in yield from two epidemics having

different areas under the curve but similar disease severity at some

critical point in crop development. Buchenau (1975) tested the AUDPC

model using stem rust and leaf rust curves. His results verified

the high correlation between area under the rust progress curve and

yield. Zadoks and Schein (1979) however, dispute this model and,

in fact, all models stating that they fail to take into consideration

the differences between cultivars; some cultivars suffer less damage

than others at the same level of injury. This is the phenomenon

called tolerance which is a highly heritable trait (Zadoks and Schein,

1979). Johnson and Wilcoxson (1980) have published a table of

AUDPCs that were constructed from different numbers of observations

of epidemics at different time intervals and provides a useful tool

to the breeder and the pathologist.

Remote sensing techniques have been used successfully in disease

survey. Data from aerial surveys using near infrared-sensitive film

can be utilized to determine disease incidence in commercial fields.
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The approach has practical application in monitoring the effect of

disease control programs.

Disease detection and forecasting services can provide useful

information regarding the conservation of management time and costs

and the monitoring of disease over large areas. Some computerized

forecast models are capable of predicting the amount of dtsease

with recommendations for protective action. Plant disease simulators

such as PHYTOSIM (James, 1974) forecast quantitative increase in

disease.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

This experiment was conducted under field conditions at the

Hyslop Agronomy Farm located seven miles northeast of Corvallis,

Oregon. Ten winter wheat cultivars with different levels of resistance

to stripe rust were chosen for this study. Pedigrees for each are

listed in Appendix Table 1. For comparison of usual field performance,

the cultivars are ranked according to the yields of each averaged over

several years (Appendix Table 2). These cultivars were planted on

October 20, 1980 with a Norweigen drill. The plot size was 1.5 m x

6 m with 6 rows per plot at a seeding rate of 100 kg/ha. The predomi-

nant soil type found on the experimental site is Woodburn silt loam.

Normal fertilizer and herbicide applications were made in the fall

and spring, and included the following: a preplanting application of

nitrogen (46-0-0) was made at a rate of 34 kg/ha. On March 3, ferti-

lizer was applied a second time at a rate of 168 kg/ha. Herbicides

used were Buctril and Karmex. Buctril (.375 kg/ha) was applied on

November 10, 1980 and Karmex (2.25 kg/ha) was applied on January 15,

1981. The study was arranged in a randomized block strip plot design

with four replications. Each replication was divided into two treat-

ments, one being the protected or control plots and the other being

the unprotected plots (see Appendix Figure 1). Two stripe rust

inoculations were made on the unprotected plots. The control plots

were sprayed with a fungicide to prevent stripe rust development.
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Plot Treatment - Inoculated/Unprotected

To encourage development of a stripe rust epidemic in the

inoculated plots, a single "spreader row" was planted (solid-seeded)

perpendicular to both ends of each plots. This spreader row was com-

posed of the following: 25% Nugaines (seedling susceptible), 25%

Federation (adult susceptible) and 50% Bulk Spreader from Oregon

State University wheat breeding program. This Bulk Spreader was a

composite of cultivars currently available that were most susceptible

to present races of stripe rust.

Two stripe rust inoculations were made on the plots designated

for treatment. Dates of inoculation were March 2 and April 17. At

the time of the first inoculation, cultivars were in the stem elonga-

tion growth stage with the second node just detectable. This is

equivalent in the decimal code to 32 (Zadoks et al., 1974). The

plants were inoculated at an early growth stage in order to maximize

the development of a stripe rust epidemic since it has been documented

that yield is reduced more severely with an early onset of disease

(Bever, 1937; Hendrix and Fuchs, 1970).

To insure sufficient infection, the second inoculation was made

on April 17, when the plants were in the later stages of stem elonga-

tion and the flag leaf was just visible (Zadoks scale #37).

Local weather conditions during pre- and post-inoculation were

suitable for both dates; i.e. adequate moisture and temperature for

spore germination (Appendix Table 4). A spore mixture was made from

stripe rust inoculum collected locally the previous year from suscep-

tible wheat cultivars on Hyslop Farm and then was stored in liquid
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nitrogen. At the time of inoculation, the inoculum was removed from

storage and was mixed with talc, which was used as a medium to keep

the spores evenly distributed. The final spore-talc mixture was

evaluated to determine the spore density applied for each date:

March 2 - 1.98 x 10
6
spores/linear meter spreader row

April 17- 5.94 x 10
6
spores/linear meter spreader row

The inoculum was then dusted evenly onto the spreader rows in the study

to give a uniform inoculum load to each end of the inoculated plots.

Although this attempt was made to increase disease in the unprotected

plots, the artificial inoculation was not effective in creating any

disease foci or in increasing inoculum. Therefore, the natural inocu-

lum was responsible for infection levels present in this study.

Plot Treatment - Protected

To protect the control plots from the development and increase

of stripe rust, the systemic fungicide, Bayleton
1/

was applied. Two

applications of 90 g/ha (50 w.p.) were made using a back pack sprayer:

the first was on April 26 and the second on May 10.

Disease Assessment

Stripe rust data including percent severity and infection type,

were collected for all plots at four different observation dates,

according to the infection level present in the inoculated spreader

row. The four selected levels of infection were chosen based on the

logarithmic increase in disease progression. The levels of infection

were the four critical points chosen based on their placement along

the disease progress curve. Those dates were as follows:

1/Bayleton triadimefon or 1-(4-chlorophenoxy)-3,3-dimethy1-1-(1H-1,
2, 4-triazol-1-y1)-2-butanone.
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May 1 - spreader row infection level 1-10%

May 16 - spreader row infection level 10-25%

May 30 - spreader row infection level 25-50%

June 10- spreader row infection level 50-99%

The first observation, on May 1, was made when the cultivars were

at the beginning of boot stage, the flag leaf sheaths were just visibly

swollen (Zadoks scale #43). On May 16, the second disease observation

was recorded. At this time, the level of infection in the spreader

row was 10 to 25 percent and the plants were at the end of boot stage,

the awns were just visible (Zadoks scale 449). The third observation

of disease was made on May 30, when infection level in the spreader

row was 25 to 50 percent. The plants were beginning anthesis, though

two of the later cultivars, Elgin and Moro, were 3 to 4 days later

than the rest (Zadoks scale #59-61). The last observation of stripe

rust was made on June 10 when a 50 to 99 percent infection level was

present in the spreader row. Cultivars were all in the later stages

of anthesis, Zadoks scale 65-69. (Appendix Table 3).

In addition to stripe rust readings, the following notes were

recorded for each plot: heading date, height, percent lodging and the

incidence of Septoria tritici and S. nodorum.

Two general types of information were recorded describing the

stripe rust infection: severity and infection type. Severity was

recorded as percent of infection according to the modified Cobb scale

(Melchers and Parker, 1922). The infection type which expresses the

degree of compatibility between the host and the fungus, is estimated
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by the amount of sporulation and resultant chlorosis and necrosis on

the diseased leaf. The scale used by Loegering in the USDA Interna-

tional Spring Wheat Rust Nursery was used in this study. This is the

scale most often used in a conventional breeding program (Loegering,

1959). For ease of data analysis, infection type was also assigned

an index value according to a general scale published by MacNeal and

referred to by Zadoks and Schein (1979) (Appendix Table 5).

The index number was then used to calculate a coefficient of

infection (CI), in which the percent severity is multiplied by the

appropriate response value (Saari and Wilcoxson, 1974):

5MR = 5 x .4 = 2.0 60S = 60 x 1.0 = 60

Saari and Wilcoxson (1974) also set up the following arbitrary scale:

CI > 10: rust is out of control

CI 5-10: need new variety

CI < 5: resistance is adequate

The infection level in each plot was found to be very uniform and one

averaged observation per plot was adequate for estimation of disease

incidence on a per plot basis.

Data Analysis

The plots were harvested at maturity and data were collected for

the following characteristics: total grain yield, 1000 kernel weight,

test weight and kernels per spike. Analyses of variance for a ran-

domized block strip plot design were determined for each of the traits

studied; means were compared using an LSD. In addition, a critical

point model (James, 1974) was established using the four disease
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readings for each plot. In this way, disease increments were frac-

tioned according to the time the disease reading was taken. Kernel

weight was the component used to measure loss due to stripe rust.

The contribution of each disease fraction to the total reduction in

kernel weight was then calculated and compared among cultivars.

Four methods of disease assessment were compared in this study.

In the first, a correlation coefficient (r) was determined for each

separate disease reading or coefficient of infection in order to

identify the most accurate observation time in terms of the greatest

reduction in kernel weight. Following this, correlations were obtained

for three other methods of disease assessment. One method was a

comparison of the area under the disease progress curves (AUDPC) for

each of the ten unprotected cultivars.

The AUDPC was then related to the reduction in kernel weight

and an r value was obtained. The second additional correlation was

done using an adjusted estimate of percent severity to obtain an

adjusted coefficient of infection. This adjusted scale of percent

severity or degree of attack denotes approximate logarithmic increases

in disease (Appendix Table 6). A further correlation was derived to

test the significance of only the percent severity portion of the

disease reading to the reduction in kernel weight.
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RESULTS

Stripe rust has been the major foliar disease of wheat in the

Pacific Northwest since 1959. New cultivars must be continually

developed which incorporate different resistance genes that have

proven effective against prevalent races of the pathogen. The present

experiment was designed to measure the effect that stripe rust had on

disease progress in ten wheat cultivars. The major objective was to

establish a method of visual disease assessment at a particular stage

of development and spreader row infection level that would most

accurately reflect host resistance as related to reduced kernel weight,

caused by this pathogen. Cultivars were selected for this study based

on their previous response to infection of stripe rust (Appendix Table

2). Although initial infection in the plots occurred later than ex-

pected, the severity of infection increased throughout the growing

season. There was some incidence of stripe rust on the protected

plots which were sprayed with Bayleton. However, it was assumed that

this small amount and late onset of disease did not significantly

affect yield in accordance with results published by Large and Doling

(1962).

Infection of two pathogens (Septoria tritici and S. nodorum)

were unexpectedly severe during the spring of 1981. Septoria is a

fungus causing a leaf and glume blotch. As with stripe rust, it

requires specific environmental conditions before infection can occur.

These include favorable temperatures (10°-27°C) and a high moisture

level (Agrios, 1978). However, Septoria requires wetter conditions
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than stripe rust and serious late season development is usually

arrested by dry weather in late spring in western Oregon. Natural

inoculum levels were high during 1981 and a uniform infection persisted

throughout the growing season from seedling stage to adult plant

maturity. Incidence of Septoria was recorded for each cultivar

(Table 1). Although disease levels differed for cultivars, infection

was uniform over replications and treatments.

Lodging data for this study are recorded in Table I. To avoid

further reductions in yield due to lodging, the plots were harvested

by hand rather than by machine. The presence of lodging markedly

affected yields but not host reaction to stripe rust. For this reason,

grain yield data was eliminated from evaluation but is included in the

Appendix (Appendix Table 8).

Two additional characters, plant height and days to heading (from

January 1, 1981) are recorded in Table 1. There were only seven days

difference in heading date between all cultivars evaluated in this

study. The growth stages were relatively uniform among all cultivars

both at inoculation and when disease observations were made (Appendix

Table 3).

Influence of Stripe Rust on Kernel Weight - A component of yield

Kernel weight was the yield component most affected by the stripe

rust infection present in this study. No cultivar x treatment inter-

action was observed (Table 2) with the effect on kernel weight in the

presence of stripe rust being similar for each cultivar. It is

important to note this because later correlations are performed using

averaged observations for all ten cultivars.
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Table 1. Observed means for days to flower,
height and lodging for ten winter
grown on the Hyslop Farmli, 1980-81.

Se toria, plant
wheat cultivars

Cultivar
Days to Flower
(from Jan. 1)

Septoria?/
(1-9)

Height
(cm)

2 /
Lodging-

(%)

Stephens 142 9 105 40

Yamhili 142 3 123 50

Hyslop 144 8 105 30

Daws 146 7 120 20

Nugaines 144 8 100 30

Moro 146 3 135 60

Elgin 148 3 140 70

Hill 81 146 7 115 30

OR 67-237 144 8 110 80

Druchamp 144 3 125 30

1/The observations are averaged over replications and treatments.

-?-/Most severe reading recorded for all plots

Septoria scale: 1 = least amount of infection (on lower leaves)
9 = most severe infection (head infection)

Lodging scale: 0 = none
100 = completely lodged
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Table 2. Mean square values for 1000 kernel weight for ten
winter wheat cultivars in the unprotected treatment.
Hyslop Farm, 1980-81.

Source of Variation df 1000 Kernel Weight
(gm)

Replications 3 27.59

Treatments 1 818.30***

Error (a) 3 16.87

Cultivar 9 309.66***

Error (b) 27 21.32

Cultivar x Treatment 9 21.05

Error (c) 27 16.40

Total 79

C.V. 11.5%

***Significant at the 1% probability level.
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Actual reductions in kernel weights of the unprotected plots

varied with the average reduction for all cultivars being 16.2 percent.

Nine of the cultivars had kernel weights that were markedly increased

when protected with the fungicide. The cultivar OR 67-237 exhibited

the most pronounced difference, kernel weight was increased in this

cultivar by 32 percent.

The cultivars not affected significantly (p = .10) were Moro

and Elgin. Both had low average kernel weights in the protected

plots (Table 3) due to the high incidence (60-70%) of lodging for each

cultivar. A high infection level of stripe rust was observed on the

club wheat cultivar, Elgin. Although disease progression for this

cultivar, expressed as the coefficient of infection (CI) (Table 4)

was high, the mean kernel weight of the protected plot for Elgin

resulted in the lowest overall 1000 kernel weight, 25.89 g. Moro,

another club wheat, also expressed low kernel weight in the protected

treatment. Both cultivars, Moro and Elgin, lodged near time of heading

which would greatly affect grain fill and consequently kernel weight

due to the limited area available for effective photosynthesis.

Thus, early season stress factors, including Septoria infection

and lodging, were more responsible for reducing kernel weight than was

the presence of stripe rust, especially for the very susceptible

cultivar, Elgin. Average reductions for all cultivars, with the

exception of Elgin, were very important in terms of reflecting the

overall loss in yield.

Methods of Assessing Stripe Rust in Relation to Kernel Weight

One of the major goals of this study was to identify a reliable



Table 3. Means of 1000 kernel weight for protected and
unprotected plots and the percent reduction of
this character for ten winter wheat cultivars.
Hyslop Farm, 1980-81.
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Cultivar Mean 1000 Kernel Weight (g)

Protected Unprotected Difference % Red.

Stephens 46.40 36.45 9.95*** 22

Yamhill 41.02 35.64 5.38* 13

Hyslop 36.39 30.33 6.06** 17

Daws 47.74 39.52 8.22*** 17

Nugaines 34.54 29.09 5.45* 16

Moro 29.83 25.35 4.48 15

Elgin 25.89 26.11 -.22 -1

Hill 81 40.26 33.21 7.05** 18

OR 67-237 36.87 25.14 11.73*** 32

Druchamp 45.31 39.43 5.88** 13

Average 16.2

LSD .10 . 4.88
.05 = 5.88
.01 = 7.94

***Significant at the 1% probability level.
**Significant at the 5% probability level.
*Significant at the 10% probability level.
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Table 4. Mean coefficient of infection for ten winter wheat
cultivars in the unprotected treatment at four
different times of observation.
1980-81.

Hyslop Farm,

Cultivar

Observation

1 2 3 4

Stephens .20 .75 1.05 10.00

Yamhill .20 1.70 5.00 20.00

Hyslop .30 1.15 3.00 26.00

Daws .20 .25 .25 9.00

Nugaines .20 2.05 4.00 20.00

Moro .20 5.10 9.50 17.00

Elgin 4.20 12.50 71.00 80.00

Hill 81 .20 .75 1.10 8.00

OR 67-237 .25 2.05 4.00 32.00

Druchamp .20 .25 1.10 6.00
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method for assessment of stripe rust in terms of its effect on reduced

kernel weight in the host. This is of major importance to any crop

breeding program since visual disease assessment is generally assumed

to correlate with yield loss. To accomplish this goal, disease was

assessed at four selected times and correlations were made with the

loss that resulted. Because the presence of lodging serious affected

yields of the cultivars, kernel weight, an important component of yield

was used to measure the correlation between loss and disease assessment.

The level of disease present in each cultivar increased over time.

If this increase in disease (percent severity) is plotted against time,

a sigmoid curve results and is called a disease progress curve.

Vanderplank (1963) stated that plant injury is proportional to the

area under that disease progress curve (AUDPC). To test this hypo-

thesis and for later correlations, AUDPCs were made for the unprotected

plots for each of the ten cultivars. These are presented in Figure 1.

Assessment Using Coefficient of Infection (CI)

Analysis of variance indicates that there was a significant differ-

ence (p = .01) between disease readings at the four observations when

all cultivars were considered (Table 5). The large time x cultivar

interaction would indicate that rate of disease progression was not the

same for all cultivars; some cultivars supported high infection levels

earlier than others. The association between CI as it related to

reduced kernel weight was measured (Table 6). This correlation was

made using observations averaged over replications for each time of

assessment (n = 10). For observation 4 there was no correlation between

disease measured, by this method, and kernel weight (r = -.453).



Figure 1. Areas under disease progress curves (AUDPC) for ten
winter wheat cultivars unprotected.
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Table 5. Mean square values for time of disease assessment for
ten winter wheat cultivars and two treatments -

protected and unprotected. Hyslop Farm, 1980-81.

Source of Variation df
Treatment 1
Protected

Treatment 2
Inoculated

Replications 3 32.21 8.96

Assessment Time 3 761.55*** 4087.43***

Error (a) 9 5.64 10.58

Cultivar 9 1294.81*** 1720.07***

Error (b) 27 24.69 69.21

Time X Cultivar 27 215.11*** 488.24***

Error (c) 81
.
4.58 78.95

Total 159

***Significant at the 1% level of probability.
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Table 6. Correlation coefficients for kernel weight and
amount of disease present for the unprotected treatment
for ten cultivars. Hyslop Farm, 1980-81.

Method of Assessment r values

CI Values
1/

-.714
-.767
-.791
-.453

10

10

10

10

Observation 1
2

3

4

CI Values (Adjusted)1'

-.671 10Observation 1
2 -.231 10
3 -.321 10
4 -.177 10

Percent Severity (Adjusted)-'

-.717 10Observation 1
2 -.172 10

3 -.209 10

4 -.171 10

Area Under Disease Progress Curve

-.505 10Unprotected plots only

1/
n equals number of observation per treatment averaged over
replications.
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Observations 1 and 2 gave higher correlations, r = -.714 and -.767,

respectively. The highest correlation was obtained when level of

infection in the spreader row was 25-50 percent at Observation 3.

Assessment at this time gave a highly significant (p = .01) correlation

with kernel weight (r = -.791). This was the highest of all associa-

tions measured in this study.

Assessment Using Adjusted Coefficient of Infection

An adjusted coefficient of infection was derived by transforming

the percent severity value in the original disease reading to "degree

of attack" using a numerical scale that denoted logarithmic increases

in the disease (Appendix Table 6). This value was then used to obtain

an adjusted CI value for each disease assessment (Appendix Table 7).

The adjusted CI value expressed lower correlation between level

of disease incidence and reduction in kernel weight.

The assessment at observation 1 (on May 1), when infection in the

spreader row was 1-10 percent, gave the highest correlation (r = -.671)

and was significant at the 5% level of probability.

Assessment Using Adjusted Percent Severity Only

To characterize the importance of the percent severity portion of

the disease reading, a correlation was used to test the association

between percent severity and reduction in kernel weight. For this

comparison, the adjusted value for percent severity was used (Table 7).

This highest correlation was with observation 1 (r = -.717) when infec-

tion in the spreader row was only 1-10 percent. This was slightly

higher than the r value obtained for the adjusted CI, which included

a measure of infection type in addition to percent severity.
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Assessment Using Area Under the Disease Progress Curve (AUDPC)

A final correlation was obtained using the area under the disease

progress curve (AUDPC). VanderPlank (1963) stated that injury to a

cultivar is proportional to the AUDPC for that cultivar. AUDPCs were

made for each of the ten cultivars; for the unprotected plot (Figure 1).

A correlation was made to test the association between the AUDPC

of the unprotected plots and their kernel weights. This correlation

(r = -.505), (Table 6) is significant (p = .10).

In summary there was a correlation when AUDPCs were used to

relate disease assessment with kernel weight but the correlation was

not as high as the one obtained when assessment was done using a

coefficient of infection.
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DISCUSSION

Wheat is the most widely grown cereal and the staple food for more

than one third of the world's population. The presence of plant

pathogens often interferes with efficient wheat production. The effect

of one foliar pathogen, stripe rust, can seriously reduce yields of

this commodity. It becomes necessary, then, to assess the severity of

a stripe rust infection in terms of its effect on grain yield and

yield components. Appraisal of disease-loss is an essential step in

any breeding program. By implementing proper methods of disease

assessment, it is possible to study the effect of disease level on

yield expression.

Disease severity recorded at four dates throughout the duration

of this study suggests that the build-up of natural stripe rust

inoculum developed slowly in the area where the experiment was

conducted. In addition to low initial levels of endemic stripe rust,

it is speculated that the presence of Septoria may have been a

deterrent against the development of a stripe rust epidemic in the

plots. Since Septoria is a foliar pathogen, as is stripe rust, it

is likely that these two pathogens compete with each other for

healthy plant tissue on which to infect and multiply. If an infection

of Septoria reaches the host plant first, the chance of a stripe rust

infection is reduced. Septoria was noted on the lower leaves of the

young wheat seedlings in late December, 1980. Stripe rust resistant

cultivars, that contain disease-free leaf tissue allow the development

of a Septoria epidemic.
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Response of the ten cultivars to the presence of Septoria was

variable (Table 1). The differences in resistance to Septoria may

have affected the cultivars' susceptibility to stripe rust. Although

both pathogens probably affected yield, as they would in a normal

field situation, variation between treatments was restricted to

differences in levels of stripe rust infection.

The interference by Septoria infection on cultivar response to

stripe rust cannot be overlooked. However, since the infection was uni-

form within cultivars and because little is know of synergistic effects

between stripe rust and Septoria, the presence of Septoria will not be

discussed in great detail. In addition, it is necessary to mention

that the fungicide, Bayleton, is only weakly effective against Septoria.

Influence of Stripe Rust on Kernel Weight

In terms of yield physiology, late epidemics usually reduce yield

by decreasing kernel weight (Main, 1977). In this study, kernel weight

was the yield component most affected by stripe rust infection.

Although late in appearing, the high intensity of the stripe rust

infection did greatly reduce kernel weight values when averaged over

all ten cultivars. Bever (1937) in an early study and Gilchrist (1979)

reported marked reductions in kernel weight due to the incidence of

stripe rust. In separate investigations, Hendrix reported that with

severe infections of stripe rust, kernel weight was reduced by 18 to

44 percent (Hendrix et al., 1965; Hendrix and Fuchs, 1970).

In the present study, the average reduction in kernel weight for

all cultivars was greater than the reduction in kernel number and

correlated more highly with yield loss due to the incidence of stripe
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rust. The cultivar OR 67-237 was affected most in terms of reduced

kernel weight (32%). Late but rapid disease development on this

cultivar (see Figure 1), was responsible for severe shriveling of

the seed and for the large effect on reduced kernel weight. This was

the most significant reduction considering all cultivars and all yield

characteristics studied. Average reductions in kernel weight for all

cultivars, with the expection of Elgin, were very important in terms

of reflecting the overall loss in yield.

Methods of Assessing Stripe Rust in Relation to Kernel Weight

After considering how cultivars responded to an infection of stripe

rust and the application of fungicide, it became important to identify

a reliable method for estimation of reduction in kernel weight. Disease

progress curves (DPCs) drawn in Figure 1 depict the progression of the

disease. These DPCs for stripe rust are characteristic of a pathogen

that is a multicyclic or compound interest disease. Once an infection

is established in the host, stripe rust urediospores produce new

infection levels at a logarithmic rate by continually generating new

urediospores which reinfect the host. In this investigation, disease

assessment of stripe rust was measured several ways and then related

to yield loss which, in this case, was measured as a reduction in

kernel weight.

The coefficient of infection (CI) as it related to reduced kernel

weight was found the most reliable method of assessment. Comparison

of the correlations suggests that a single assessment taken on May 30

was best to predict host response to infection during this crop year.
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In terms of repeatability over years, this could be defined as the time

spreader row infection was at a level of 25 to 50 percent. And, in

terms of plant development, the critical time of assessment would be

at the beginning of anthesis. This is of utmost importance to the

plant breeder who is needing to effectively measure disease severity

in a large volume of wheat germ plasm. A single visual assessment of

stripe rust, recorded when level of infection in the spreader row is

between 25 and 50 percent can give the breeder a prediction of host

response to infection.

The coefficient of infection (CI) is the product of the value

for percent severity and the value for infection type. When the per-

cent severity value was adjusted according to a logarithmic scale

and then included in calculation of CI, correlation between that CI

and reduction in kernel number was not high. For the breeder, this

indicates that values obtained by a simple percent observation are

adequate in recording disease levels; transforming the percentage

values did not increase the accuracy of measurement. Of course, the

accuracy of any subjective disease assessment is only as good as the

ability of the assessor. Breeders with more experience at disease

assessment will be more able to give an accurate measure of disease

than would a breeder that was inexperienced.

To determine the importance of the percent severity portion of

the disease reading, infection type was excluded for one measure of

assessment. The low correlation between the adjusted percent severity

and reduction in kernel weight indicates that infection type is indeed
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an essential part of the disease reading. Though this may mean more

time in the field for the plant breeder, measurement of both the

percent severity and infection type are required for accuracy of

assessment.

The area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) was also used

as a method of assessment. For the unprotected plots, there was a

significant correlation between AUDPC and reduced kernel weight.

Comparison of AUDPCs for individual cultivars gave an accurate measure

of field performance in terms of resistance to stripe rust. This

corresponded well with descriptions of relative resistance recorded and

averaged over several years (Appendix Table 2). For example, Elgin,

the most susceptible cultivar in this study, did have the largest

AUDPC even though the presence of stripe rust did not seem to affect

its kernel weight.

Several workers (Buchenau, 1965; Romig and Dirks, 1966; Johnson and

Wilcoxson, 1980) tested the AUDPC model using stem rust and leaf rust

curves. Results of these tests and the present study verify the high

correlation between the AUDPC and yield. Disease progress curves

illustrate epidemics and reflect the effects of several factors that

influence the development of disease. Disease progress curves may be

used to compare the effects of cultivars or races of the pathogen.

Johnson and Wilcoxson (1980) have published a table of AUDPCs that were

constructed from different numbers of observations of epidemics at

different time intervals in an attempt to provide a useful tool for use

be breeders and pathologists in the study of epidemics. Although the

AUDPC is a useful statistic, it requires two or more observations of
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disease and may not be practical for use in a breeding program because

of the added expense of time and effort required to make these

assessments.
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CONCLUSIONS

This study investigated the effect of stripe rust on grain yield

and several yield components of ten winter wheat cultivars. In

addition, methods of visual disease assessment were compared using

two treatments, one protected with fungicide and one unprotected or

inoculated. A single method was identified that would most accurately

reflect reduced kernel weight caused by the stripe rust pathogen.

Because of the late onset of the epidemic and because of the presence

of lodging and Septoria, yield loss was most accurately measured using

the values for kernel weight.

Based on the results of this investigation, the following

conclusion was made:

The severity of disease or coefficient of infection, recorded

in a single critical time visual assessment, when the level of infec-

tion in the spreader row was 25 to 50 percent gave the most accurate

measure of disease in terms of its correlation with reduced kernel

weight. A single visual assessment of disease that correlates highly

with potential yield loss is an important tool to be used by the

plant breeder. Thus, a critical point model using a coefficient of

infection as the method of assessment, may better reflect cultivar

tolerance, whereas AUDPC reflects only visual assessment of host

resistance based on area of foliage attacked.
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Appendix Table 1. Cultivar Description.

Stephens:

Yamhill:

Nord Desprez/P1011/

Well adapted to winter wheat growing regions of Oregon.
Characterized by its adult plant resistance to stripe

rust.

Redmond/Heines VII

Well adapted to low, wet soils and hillsides of western
Oregon.

Characterized by its late stripe rusting pattern.

Hyslop: Nord Desprez/2*P101
Previously widely grown cultivar replaced by Stephens.
Some mature plant resistance to present stripe rust races.

Daws: CI 14484//CI 13645/PI 178383
Grown in Oregon since 1976.
Carries rust resistance from Turkish cultivar PI 178383.

Nugaines: Norin 10/Brevor 14//Orfed/Brevor Sib/3/Burt
Released in 1965, replaced Gaines.
Seedling susceptible to stripe rust.

Moro: PI 178383/Omar *2
Club wheat grown in eastern Oregon.

Moderately susceptible to present races of stripe rust.

Elgin: Goldcoin/Hybrid 128 (sel. from Alicel).
Club wheat widely grown in Oregon 1958-60.
Extremely susceptible to stripe rust races in the
Willamette Valley.

Hill 81:

OR 67-237:

Redmond/Heines VII/Nord Desprez/2*P101
Most recently released cultivar in the Willamette Valley.
Similar rust resistance/tolerance pattern as Stephens.

Capelle Desprez/P101//Norin 10/Brevor 14/3/Starring/4/
Druchamp

Previously a potential varietal release.
Little mature plant resistance to present stripe rust

races.

Druchamp: Vilmorin 27/Flech d'Or
French variety, adapted to Oregon growing conditions.
Has maintained effective rust resistance over time.

2
/P101 (Pullman Selection 101) . Norin 10/Brevor 14/3/27-15/Rex//Rio
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Appendix Table 2. Average yields, coefficients of infection (CI) and
range of stripe rust readings for ten winter wheat
cultivars grown in Corvallis, Oregon 1970-80.

Cultivar

Average
Yield

(T/ha)
Average

CI
Range of
Readings

Number of Years
Averaged

Hill 81 6.4 10 1R -60MS 8

Stephens 6.2 6 1R -50MS 8

Or 67-237 6.0 15 5MS-60S 6

Yamhill 5.7 33 1MR-99S 8

Daws 5.6 4 1R -30M 8

Druchamp 5.5 2 1MR-10MR 3

Hyslop 5.1 16 1R -60S 8

Nugaines 4.2 14 5MR-40S 8

Moro 1.5 48 1R -80S 5

Elgin 1.4 80 80S -99S 5
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Appendix Table 3. Dates, infection level in spreader row and
plant growth stage for four times of disease
assessment. Hyslop Farm, 1980-81.

Time of
Assessment Date

Spreader Row
Infection Level

(%)

1 May 1 1-10

2 May 16 10-25

3 May 30 25-50

4 June 10 50-99

Plant Growth
Stage

beginning boot

end boot stage

beginning anthesis

latter stages of
anthesis
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Appendix Table 4. Meteorological data, comparisons of precipitation
and temperature for 1980-81 crop season to normal
levels for Hyslop Farm.

Month

PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURE

mm Days Normal Average (°C) Normal

September 24.4 10 37.6 16.5 16.6

October 47.5 15 85.3 12.3 11.5

November 159.8 25 157.7 8.4 7.1

December 287.8 23 198.1 6.1 4.8

January 57.6 20 188.7 4.8 3.9

February 112.8 17 122.4 6.0 5.8

March 76.2 20 117.1 8.2 7.2

21i trace 0-17.0_1/

April 60.2 20 61.0 10.0 9.4
1/

15-
2

25-
/

0

0.7
5-21.1

7-14

May 76.0 16 48.8 12.4 12.3

10-
/

0 4-17

June 65.5 14 30.5 15.2 15.8

July 2.5 2 7.9 18.6 18.7

August 0.2 1 20.6 24.4 18.7

TOTAL 970.5 183 1076.0

2/Day of stripe rust inoculation.

?Day of Bayleton spraying.

2/Maximum and minimum for 24 hour day.
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Appendix Table 5. Reaction Types.

MacNeal
Index Value Loegering Scale

0

.2

.4

.8

1.0

0 - no visible pustules.

R - resistant. Necrotic areas with or without
minute uredia present.

MR - moderately resistant. Small uredia present
surrounded by necrotic areas.

MS - moderately susceptible. Medium uredia with
no necrosis but possibly some distinct chlorosis.

S - susceptible. Large uredia with no necrosis
and little or no chlorosis present.
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Appendix Table 6. Adjusted Percent Severity.

The following scale derived by Zadoks (1961) was used to calculate
an adjusted percent severity or "degree of attack". This adjustment
was used to account for the logarithmic increase in the percent
severity portion of the reading.

Degree of Attack

0 = no symptoms observed.

1 = 1-2 lesions.

2 = up to 5% of the tillers having one lesion.

3 = up to 25% of the tillers having one lesion.

4 = up to an average of 1 lesion per tiller but no more than
1% of the leaf surface attacked.

5 = 5% of the leaf surface attacked.

6 = 10% of the leaf surface attacked.

7 = 25% of the leaf surface attacked.

8 = 50% of the leaf surface attacked.

9 = 75% of the leaf surface attacked.

10 = 90% of the leaf surface attacked.

11 = 95% of the leaf surface attacked.

12 = 99% of the leaf surface attacked.
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Appendix Table 7. Adjusted' mean coefficient of infection values
for ten winter wheat cultivars and two treat-
ments at four different times of observation.
1 - protected, 2 - unprotected. Hyslop Farm,
1980-81.

OBSERVATION

Cultivar Treatment 1 2 3 4

Stephens 1 .60 .60 .70 2.38
2 .60 1.23 1.13 3.32

Yamhill 1 .60 1.40 2.00 2.30
2 .60 2.25 3.85 5.40

Hyslop 1 .75 .90 1.05 2.06
2 .90 1.40 2.20 5.95

Daws 1 .60 .60 .70 2.80
2 .60 .75 .75 3.68

Nugaines 1 .55 .75 1.20 2.50
2 .69 1.66 2.25 5.63

Moro 1 .60 .75 1.50 3.19
2 .60 1.88 3.13 4.64

Elgin 1 2.25 5.20 7.11 7.54
2 3.50 5.31 8.44 9.00

Hill 81 1 .75 .75 .75 2.00
2 .60 1.23 1.58 2.55

OR 67-237 1 .60 1.20 1.28 4.55
2 .75 2.03 2.75 6.53

Druchamp 1 .60 .60 .75 1.75

2 .60 1.05 1.20 2.50

1

Adjusted according to logarithmic increase of disease as is
presented in Appendix Table 6.
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fable 8. Means of yield, test weight, kernels per spike and 1000 kernel weight for protected and unprotected plots and the percent reduction of each

character for ten winter wheat cultivars. Hyslop farm, 1980-81.

Mean Yielditg/plot) Mean lest Height:IA./H) Mean Kernels ier Spike Mean 1000 Kernel Height

Cultivar Protected Inoculated Diff. Red. Protected Inoculated Diff. Red. Protected Inoculated Diff. Red. Protected Inoculated Diff. Red.

Stephens 1.717 1.369 .348* 20 10.81 68.79 2.02 3 62.35 53.55 8.8** 15 46.40 36.45 9.95*** 22

Yamhill 1.419 1.136 .283 20 70.52 68.84 1.68 2 62.85 53.45 9.4** 15 41.02 35.64 5.38* 13

Hyslop 1.511 1.181 .329* 22 69.25 65.22 4.03 6 75.35 58.17 17.18*** 23 36.39 30.33 6.06** 17

flaws 1.899 1.445 .454** 24 /3.98 71.50 2.48 3 66.47 55.91 10.50*** 16 47.14 39.52 8.22*** 1/

Hugaines 1.566 .956 .610*** 39 15.08 68.98 6.11) 8 55.17 50.42 5.35 10 34.54 29.09 5.45* 16

Moro .615 .462 .153 25 /1.17 65.10 6.01 9 68.65 54.55 14.1*A* 21 29.83 25.35 4.48 15

Llgin .551 .393 .168 29 69.15 64.09 5.06 7 60.27 56.42 3.85 6 25.89 26.11 -.22 -1

11111 81 1./38 1.640 .098 6 74.50 71.79 2.71 4 72.17 58.17 14.0*** 20 40.26 33.21 7.05** 18

OK 67-211 1.017 .682 .334* 33 68.43 62.53 5.90 9 61.55 52.10 9.45** 15 36.87 25.14 11.13*** 32

Druchamp 1.323 .961 .363"k 21 73.62 72.30 1.32 2 55.40 48.82 6.58* 10 45.31 39.43 5.88** 13

Average 24.5 5.3 15 16.2

LSO .10 - .300
.05 - .361
.01 - .489

ISO .10 = 46.23
.05 = 55.65
.01 - 75.20

LSD .1U = 6.41
.05 - 7.72
.01 . 10.43

LSD .10 = 4.88
.05 - 5.88
.01 - 7.94
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Table 9. Mean square values for time of disease assessment for ten winter wheat cultivars and two treatments -
protected and unprotected. Hyslop farm, 1980-81.

Source of
Variation df Stephens Yamhill Hyslop Davis Nugaines Moro Elgin Hill 81 OR 67-237 Druchamp

Replications 3 5.29 4.38 26.87 4.19 34.69 56.08 218.29* 1.45 20.28 7.67

Assessment Time 3 92.39** 258.81 * ** 405.37*** 84.52*** 230.10** 266.84*** 7679.60*** 44.95*** 930.40*** 23.88***

Error (a) 9 5.30 3.72 30.76 4.57 14.68 23.77 29.28 2.64 19.68 10.11

Treatments 1 22.44*** 162.90*** 311.25*** 9.68 219.45 197.01 1128.13** 26.28*** 228.98** 15.68***

Error (b) 3 34.83 2.72 25.50 3.91 52.38 53.58 56.47 .63 20.92 .22

Assessment Time
X Treatments 3 13.17 *** 92.07*** 215.63*** 10.29 105.32** 25.34 478.12*** 12.70*** 144.12*** 7.46**

Error (c) 9 73.39 5.19 17.79 3.34 27.12 16.14 26.29 1.06 19.51 1.36

Total 31

***Significant at
**Significant at
*Significant at

the 1% probability level.
the 5% probability level.
the 10% probability level.
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Table10. Mean square values for yield, test weight, kernels per spike and 1000 kernel weight

for ten winter wheat cultivars and two treatments - protected and unprotected.
Hyslop Farm, 1980-81.

Source of Variation df Yield
(kg/plot)

Test
Weight
(kg/h1)

Kernels
Per Spike

1000 Kernel
Weight
(gm)

Replications 3 112886.00 1121.75 156.66* 27.59

Treatments 1 1960950.00** 30303.10* 1928.65*** 818.30***

Error (a) 3 164856.00 3583.08 4.11 16.87

Cultivar 9 1510360.00*** 7036.81*** 183.47*** 309.66***

Error (b) 27 69974.90 692.10 33.54 21.32

Cultivar X Treatment 9 46513.20 801.67 36.74 21.05

Error (c) 27 50849.30 1239.78 31.11 16.40

Total 79

C.V. 19.1% 4.8% 9.4% 11.5%

***Significant at the 1% probability level.
**Significant at the 5% probability level.
*Significant at the 10% probability level.



Appendix Figure 1. Field Diagram.
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